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Associating – Engagement - Marrying 
Niilo Hintikka 
 

Marriage in included in God's plan of creation. Man was created male and female in order to carry out 

the great purposes of the Creator. In marriage the gift that God has seen good and necessary for man, 

»an help meet for him» (Gen. 2: 18) comes true. On the other hand it includes the great essential duty 

of the work of creation: »Be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth» (Gen. 1:28). Jesus 

strengthened the holiness of marriage to be preserved among the people of the New Testament. It is 

necessary to keep in mind this holiness, ordained by the word of God, when handling the associating 

and engagement before marriage. 
 

Getting acquainted 

The acguaintance between two young Christians which results in marriage begins in the natural 

conditions in which Christians usually live. Consequently they »f'ind» one another in schools, colleges, 

working places and services and other conditions of Christian life. They need not resort to all sorts of 

“match-making black markets,” which are represented for instance by columns of correspondence in 

real earnest in newspapers. Love of adventure is far from living Christianity also in these questions. 

     The firmest corner stone when planning a marriage is the common foundation of faith. There are all 

reasons to still emphasize this though so much of it has been spoken and written in Zion. In this 

connection old Christians have expressed the word of the apostle Paul (2 Cor. 6: 15) “what part hath he 

that believeth with an infidel.” Innumerable times the associating and marriage with an unbeliever have 

taken faith and the good consience away. The results are frightening. And on the other hand, certainly it 

is possible for the rich Father to give a spouse from among the people of His kingdom. 
 

Associating 

When associating which prepares for marriage is in question, it is connected (as the young Christians' 

being together as a rule) with hearing the conscience which is bound with the word of God. These 

matters have been spoken of in this book in other connections. It is the watching conscience that forces 

one to make clear to oneself and to the other the fact that one has begun to go together. One must not 

make a light amusement of it, not even then when being together does not include anything improper.        

     In the association of Christians it is usually important: “In honour preferring one another.” This 

prevents improper advances and keeps a proper distance between one another. The mutual relations 

are freer when you have made clear right in the beginning that now we begin to get acquainted, aiming 

at the union that lasts for all our lives. At the same time there certainly arises the prayer: if you heavenly 

Father have so meant. When this sort of serious basis is admitted right away there is no temptation to 

light hearted flirting ot flippancy. Thus freedom is achieved. There is no necessity for “hide-and-seek,” 

but the couple can freely and openly mingle in one another's homes and in the company of Christians. It 

is easy to listen to even some innocent joking when there is mutual happiness. 

     Very soon after one has begun to keep company one comes to know one another's characteristics, 

thinking, behavior and other very significant features of one's friend. In this stage one can even part in 

all love if one finds that nothing will come of the life together. It is good to listen to what steady 

Christians as “go-betweens” have to say about the intention to marry. The counsels of the children of 

God are always important. 

     When associating may continue in the atmosphere of openness and mutual respect, one relates 

honestly of one another's past. On the other hand, when thinking of the future, one should try to be 
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himself, however, difficult it may be. Of course we would like to give a picture of an angel of ourselves. 

And yet they are by no means angels who are married here but rather sinful people. It is good of course, 

if consideration and politeness that are so characteristic of the period of keeping company would 

continue also in marriage. 

     We have come to the question how one could show affection for one's friend. Words and good 

behaviour are enough. Surely it is so! Natural shyness and bashfulness are a protection which God has 

given to the young people who keep company. There is no reason to break this wall at the expence of 

the harmony of the future marriage. The best gift to the spouse is the purity of body and soul. In all 

manner one has to avoid such occasions which lead to temptations, for instance keeping late hours 

when being together. One has certainly time to talk even without using late hours. Correspondence is a 

good form of keeping in contact. 

     It is clear without saying that there is no serious associating without mutual faithfulness. No 

occassion for suspicion should be given. One can so easily, even without noticing it, show attention and 

affection toward other people, which easily causes disharmony. 

     In some cases it is reasonable to let the matter of associating rest. Time to think is necessary when 

one has recently repented and the fruits of faith as a resident of the kingdom of God must first become 

visible. Otherwise the whole coming into faith gets the taste of »marriage repentance». Further it is 

reasonable to put off an association if one is not old enough. Mental maturity which is a significant 

factor in marriage develops considerably later than sexual maturity. In some cases there are no 

economical possibilities to set up a home, for example when studies are a long way from completion. 

Then, it would be good to put off marriage for a later date so that every day life would not become too 

burdensome. 

     It is also worthwhile to remember that feelings alone are not all in all nor a guarantee of a lasting 

success of a marriage. The estimate of costs is based during the time of keeping company on the joint 

work of the conscience, heart and reason. And in everything there may be the prayer to the heavenly 

Father: if He is willing from whom every good gift and every perfect gift comes. God promises Himself: 

“With supplications will I lead them.” (I will lead them when they go praying, Finnish Bible, Jer.: 

31: 9). 
 

Engagement 

After a well-established association comes engagement. So it is strengthened and made public even 

with an outer sign. The principle of publicity also comes into effect outwardly – “here we now are”... 

- and the ring of engagement glitters, reminding one of the important step. The engaged couple now get 

acquainted with one another's relatives, friends, neighbourhood, which begins to regard these two 

young people as belonging to one another. 

     It is according to respectable manners that before engagement the suitor tells the parents of the girl 

about his intent. That is a nut to crack! But on the other hand when open associating is in question the 

parents have already had time to take their stand to the matter and they will understand the proposal 

without high-sounding phrases. Surely many prayers in behalf of the mutual happiness in life of the dear 

young people have already arisen high to God Almighty. After all it is not only the concern of the two. 

Help of parents and friends is needed also in the planning of the future home, which should not be 

forgotten as a small thing during the time of engagement. 

     Because engagement is but continued associating, the same advice of behaving concerns it which we 

spoke about when we handled the matter before. Engagement gives no right to any closer intercourse. 
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The people of this world rather generally accept that sexual intercourse is started at least already when 

engaged if not even before, but we Christians forsake this sort of thinking as the sin of adultery. 

     It depends on the conditions as to how long one is to be engaged. When studying and seeing one 

another more seldom, a longer period of engagement can be thought of. If there is no particular 

hindrance it is not reasonable to continue the time between engagement and marrying. Temptations 

are thus avoided. 

     The word of the apostle Paul to young Timothy (2 Tim. 2: 22) is to the point, as to those young people 

who keep company or are engaged: “Flee also youthful lusts: but follow righteousness, faith, charity, 

peace.” And the same continues: (1 Tim. 4:8) “Godliness is profitable unto all things,” so also in the 

matter now in question. The time of associating and engagement which has been passed in the light of 

the conscience remains in memories as the time of happiness through life. The feeling of the time of 

engagement has even been used as the image of the experience of the grace of repentance in religious 

life. 
 

Marriage 

A wedding takes the engaged couple to marriage. Then they are with the word of God united to spouses 

The two spouses become one flesh, a unit, to which God has given a great duty. Man and wife have to 

be a help to one another, give birth to a new generation and raise it in the fear of the Lord. Mental 

connection is made more complete by copulation in body. It is in marriage only that sexual life is realized 

with a sense of responsibility. There is reason to emphasize this as an absolute Christian point of view in 

the confusion of sexual freedom of our time. 

     In Christian marriage there is needed mutual respect ot love which also includes forgiveness through 

the merciful grace of Christ In every day life you may remember with a thankful mind the gift that God 

has given in the spouse. We want to take good care of the precious gift. May the giver of the gift lend us 

this mind in marriage as He has loved us in Christ and as the Lord Jesus still takes care of His 

congregation. Let us still read this great and difficult lesson in the Commandments. 

     Because godliness is needed also in all these matters we remain believing sins, even all temptations 

forgiven in the holy name and precious atonement blood of Jesus. A warm clasp of the hand to you 

journeying friends who are starting to keep company or are engaged, as well as those who are in the 

happiness and trouble of marriage, but after all in the kingdom of God. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


